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although lost highway is very lynchian in its feel, and has interesting visuals, it is a
much more conventional film. lynch takes the style of a pulp adventure film, with
tropes of when he directed the script, little women:. his violent and unconventional
takes on family issues were already quite prominent, but when he decided to
detach his personal musings from his script, it really shows. with every artist the
book represents in his own right, lynch’s artistic identity is a labyrinthine, self-
referential one, a labyrinth as labyrinthine as the ones he sets out to explore in
every project he undertakes. los angeles police chief virgil muldoon (robert forster)
is in the middle of an election campaign. he's aiming for a higher profile, and when
two big events happen at the same time, it's clear they're related. a hot new young
actor, henry porter (javier bardem), drops out of the race, and a biker gang leader,
frank (ed harris), dies with a bomb in his mouth. the local tv network uses the death
to call virgil a racist for the murder of a black artist. virgil loses the election, and
murder does not look good on a man's resume. the obvious problem with lost
highway is that it's neither believable nor realistic. as director david lynch's films
go, this is something of a letdown. is the obvious fear? a film such as this requires a
singular vision. for lynch, this means ethereal dreamscapes that are often
disorienting, disturbing, and even contemptuous of the audience. the problem is,
there's precious little conviction in lost highway, and whatever it is, it's not very
involving. you can probably guess where the story is going based on the credits, but
this is hardly an obstacle course. the most cinematic moments are the murders, but
lynch doesn't give the viewer much reason to care about the victims. they're not
particularly mysterious or worthy of attention. also, they are killed with whatever's
to hand, which leads to a bit of a shambles. the first big action scene, involving an
exploding car, is doubly disappointing. the obvious, darkly comic production is a
mess. all this is troubling in a lynch film.
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Anthony Perkins returns as Norman Bates in a major role for the first time since
Psycho, as a delusional, amnesiac ladykiller who may or may not be anything more

than a weird old jerk. David Lynch has taken on a number of jobs on the side -
directing music videos, producing low budget trash, directing ads for beauty

products - but his most ambitious effort to date is playing with form while
subverting the horror genre. He brings to the material all the ingredients of a

Hitchcock film: a well told and well structured plot, carefully set up suspense, and
jarring shifts in tone. It serves as a reminder that Lynchexperimenting in cinema will

continue to change the landscape forever, but its not a film for everyone.
Immediately upon its release Lost Highway became a phenomenon, not so much for
its plot as for its ambiguous narrative. While Lynch worked on the script, he asked

co-scripter Jennifer Lynch to only provide a character outline. The resulting
screenplay is a masterclass in ambiguity. The entire film has been condensed down
into an eight-minute jump scare, with Lynch simultaneously setting up and breaking

the rules of the genre. Through its eight cues, the viewer will be wondering about
the film, like those first viewers who actually didn`t know what the hell they saw.
For the film that did not do one of its stars justice in 1988, Lynch has returned to

save the day in 2005, with a new edition of the screenplay that will finally reveal the
end of the story. The director has dropped all taboo materials and instead focuses
on traditional horror. Lynch is also directing his second film and at the same time
writing another story. This video contains the first two episodes of the adaptations

of Lynchs scripts, and is only a part of the full picture. The story is still left open
ended. 5ec8ef588b
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